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Lin Zhanli was slapped, and his face instantly turned pale.

“Do you want to die with Lin Fan?”

My old father is really crazy. It’s already in this situation. He still wants

to die with Lin Fan?

Do you have that ability?

however!

Lin Hongtu took out his mobile phone and dialed a number:

“Mr. Benjamin, I promised your request to surrender all of the Lin

family’s properties and hand over all the secrets that the Lin family has

held over the years to the United States, but I only have one

condition!”

“That is to ask you to kill someone for us!”

The man on the other end seemed to have thought that Lin Hongtu

would agree to his request so soon.

After a long time, he smiled and said:

“Who to kill?”

“Hua Xia Jiang City, Bai’s son-in-law, Lin Fan!”

Lin Hongtu gritted his teeth and said, even if he handed over the Lin

Family’s foundation to a foreign race, he would never let him fall into

Lin Fan’s hands.

But Lin Zhanli on the side was so scared that he heard her hair

standing upright.

Because he knows very well that the man on the other end of the

phone is the highest leader of the temple!

And behind the temple, there is the background of the U.S.

government!

Lin Hongtu intends to hand over the foundations of these years to the

Holy Church. Doesn’t that mean treason?

Lin Zhanxi deeply realized that Lin Hongtu was really crazy, and he

planned to die with Lin Fan.

The Lin family commits the crime of treason, and the foundation of

these hundreds of years will be wiped out, and China will never let him

go.

They are completely finished!

This is one thousand damage to the enemy, eight hundred to self-

defeating!

“You run away!”

Lin Hongtu hung up the phone and waved to Lin Zhanli with a tired

face.

“Dad, you are a traitor, how can you be a traitor?”

Lin Zhanfei said tremblingly, looking at Lin Hongtu very nervously.

After Lin Hongtu’s hand, he will also face endless pursuit by China in

the future.

There will be no peace!

This is tantamount to pitting him with it!

Snapped!

then!

Lin Hongtu slapped Lin Zhan’i again, cursing angrily:

“Do you have a better way? Then tell me, what else can you do to kill

that damn beast!”

“Vengeance for my Lin family?”

Lin Zhanli was so scared that he dared not speak any more.

For an old lunatic who has lost his mind, it is better not to argue with

him at this time. If he irritates him, it is impossible for him to collapse

himself by the way.

Lin Zhanyu felt sympathy for the residents of Jiang City. Maybe those

ants don’t know what will happen soon, right?

Once members of the church organization step into Jiang City, they

will take the initiative and Jiang City will be overwhelmed!

………..

After leaving the Lin family, Nihuang said to Lin Fan:

“After today, the Lin family will start jumping over the wall in a hurry,

and will even die with you at all costs. You have to be prepared!”

Rowling on the side also nodded and reminded:

“Yes, you have to be clear. Today you have declared Xu Longguan and

Helan offended to death. Although they dare not do anything to you

on the face of it, it must be indispensable to stumble you behind the

scenes!”

Lin Fan smiled and said:

“I naturally know, and I also know that Lin Hongtu is secretly in

contact with the church!”

“Next, I think he will find a helper from the temple, right?”

what!

Rowling and Nihuang both changed their expressions!

Lin Hongtu has already planned to treason!

“No, I have to report this matter to my superiors immediately!”

Nihuang said solemnly, can this be done?

This is a serious threat to national security!

just!

Lin Fan sneered and said:

“It’s too late! If I guess wrong, the temple has already started!”

“Next, there will be a bloody battle against me!”

“Isn’t that even more important to report to the boss? Otherwise, what

do you do?” Nihuang said nervously.
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